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Nashville looks good on us
When it comes to knowing Nashville, the team at Bryan Ashley has it covered. Having provided custom 
furnishings for more than 1,000 guestrooms in the Nashville area, we’ve been fortunate to work with some 
of the most elite design firms, purchasing agents, and developers.
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Graduate Nashville
Prepare to be impressed by the Dolly Parton 
inspired 205-room boutique Graduate Nashville 
hotel. The guestroom’s four poster bed and bright 
florals add nods to the rich Tennessee history. 
Traditionally styled casegoods in rich ebony are 
contrasted with cloud white and antique brass 
accents. Immerse yourself in the legend and history 
of Nashville as you experience little moments of 

surprise and discovery around each corner and 
down every corridor. Located just blocks from 
Vanderbilt University, Graduate Nashville provides 
you with everything you need with their lobby cafe, 
karaoke bar, and over the top rooftop bar, White 
Limozeen. 
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Noelle, Nashville, a 
Tribute Portfolio Hotel
The Noelle, Nashville, was built in 1930 and later 
rehabilitated by a group local creatives. This 
experiential 13-story hotel is the perfect gathering 
place for adventurous people seeking a true 
Nashville encounter. Located smack dab in the 
middle of downtown, the Noelle infuses local 

charm with luxurious elements such as 

channel tufted headboards, beautiful brass 

hardware, and intricate decorative mouldings on 
the walls and ceilings. Whether your room decor 
features rich navy or pristine white, the 
ambiance, architecture, and comfortable 
furnishings will welcome you with its Southern 
charm. 
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Cambria Hotel Nashville Downtown
After an evening of dancing and singing in Music 
City, call it an evening in deluxe accommodations 
at the Cambria Hotel Nashville Downtown. With a 
combination of rockstar glamour and rustic honky-
tonk, the atmosphere at this 255-room boutique 
hotel was designed for modern travelers who 
want an authentic local experience and full-service 
amenities. Each music-themed room features 

metallic speaker wallpaper and furnishings that 
seamlessly blend stainless steel and burnished 
bronze metal finishes with natural wood and plush 
upholsteries. 
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